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Kingdom of Meridies - Marshal's Event Report 
Please completed and submit to KEM@meridies.org within 10 days of the date of the event. 

Date of Report Date(s) of Event 
Hosting Group Name 
Name of Event 
Location of Event 
Marshal in Charge 
SCA & Mundane name 
Contact Info 
Additional Marshals 
Estimated number of 
fighters participating 

Briefly describe the fighting activities that took place 
Include descriptions of any melee scenarios or any specific tournament formats that took place at the event 

List any tournament winners 

List the ministers of the lists 

Briefly describe any notable observations during armor inspection/authorizations: 
 Include any weapon or armor failures, new/lapsed authorizations, or recommendations provided by marshalate to the 
best of your recollection 
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Briefly describe any observed irregularities or violations of rules of the List 
Include any near misses, blow calling, engagement issues, equipment failures, or disagreements that took place 

Briefly describe any injuries or incidents that occurred: 
Please include any injuries, regardless of root cause or severity that occurred in relation to combat activities 

Notes or Comments from the Marshals 
Provide any thoughts or commentary related to the combat activities that should be relayed to the Earl Marshal 

Mundane Signature: 

SCA Signature:  
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